2019-02-28: Finding Your People in the Digital Age
The following links were shared during the chat:
 The Virtual Toxicology Journal Club: the Dissemination and Discussion of Noteworthy Manuscripts Using Twitter
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs13181-018-0670-8
 IFTTT App https://ifttt.com/
 Harvard Macy Community Blog https://www.harvardmacy.org/index.php/hmi
 Lessons Learned From Web- and Social Media-Based Educational Initiatives by Pulmonary, Critical Care, and
Sleep Societies https://journal.chestnet.org/article/S0012-3692(18)32896-4/fulltext
 UNMC ConnectEd Blog https://connected.unmc.edu/category/social-media/
 Virtual Communities of Practice Table
https://www.jgme.org/na101/home/literatum/publisher/pinnacle/journals/content/jgme/2019/1949835711.1/jgme-d-18-01093.1/20190211/images/large/i1949-8357-11-1-1-t01.jpeg
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour @alliance4clined and a
big welcome to our guest moderators from @journalofgme #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Looking forward to #MedEdChat re VIRTUAL
CoP! #socialmedia #FOAMed #HMIchat knowing I'm #alwayslearning via @MedEdChat h…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: We are excited to host the #MedEdChat tomorrow night. The topics come
from our February editorial on virtual communities…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: Join JGME editors and authors for a #MedEdChat this Thursday. We’ll be
discussing topics brought up in our February edito…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour @alliance4clined and a big welcome to our guest moderat…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce
yourselves #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #mededchat hashtag and try to
answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Gary here in North Carolina where it felt like spring today! #mededchat

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonika9 hours ago
Hey hey!!! Chiming in from snowy Spokane!!!#MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc9 hours ago
Let’s do it! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own during this hour unless
otherwise stated #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Let’s do it! #MedEdChat https://t.co/ctUNJB7xcq

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
Kristina here, signing in for #MedEdChat! Looking forward to discussing Virtual #COPs with
the @journalofgme editors!
MT @GLBDallaghan@mededdoc @debsimpson3 #SoMe #MedEd #HPE https://t.co/w2OTa7WEb
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Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonika9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat

spring?? #MedEdChat

JGME @JournalofGME9 hours ago
Hi Gary! #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

JGME @JournalofGME9 hours ago
Hi Lonika! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @JournalofGME @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc @debsimpson3 Great to have you
with us tonight! #mededchat

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD9 hours ago
Jon from Houston where it’s cold for us at 55F. Chief resident in IM looking forward to learning
more from the context experts in tonight’s #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
TOPIC 1: How do you find colleagues who share/advance
your #meded skill/scholarship? #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Kirsten from DC checking in for the first time in awhile! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: How do you find colleagues who share/advance
your #meded skill/scholarship? #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication is in my areas of
interest; (2) Follow colleagues whose research I value on ResearchGate, SelectedWorks, etc. (3)
Introductions to new colleagues by my established network; (4) and twitter feed.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication
is in my areas of interest; (2) Follow colleagu…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 For me it was advice from @myheroistrane on how to use #Twitter to identify the
networks #mededchat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Marty from @MedicalCollege of Wisconsin in Milwaukee excited for #MedEdChat

JGME @JournalofGME9 hours ago
Hi Kristina! Thanks for joining us, everyone #MedEdChat

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonika9 hours ago
T1: on Twitter, and at my new school @WSUMedicine!! #mededchat

kn md @krishnanmd9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @krishnanmd from DC looking forward to #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@MedEdChat I think part of it is meeting other educators virtually - and then in real life when you
have the chance. Paying attention to who is interested in what is very helpful! I'm also not afraid to
tag others in tweets which might interest them. :) #MedEdChat #MedEd

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1 #mededchat How much do you use ResearchGate? Have an account and log
in periodically, but it's not a "go-to" spot.

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 @GLBDallaghan what were key pieces of advice! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @MedEdChat I think part of it is meeting other educators virtually - and then in
real life when you have the chance. Pay…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication
is in my areas of interest; (2) Follow colleagu…

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD9 hours ago
T1: on Twitter use the like function to bookmark trending articles. Podcasts like KeyLime to direct
me to new articles. #MedEdChat

Michael Gottlieb @MGottliebMD9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication
is in my areas of interest; (2) Follow colleagu…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1 #mededchat He pointed out some of the key hashtags to start following....also
some users, such as journals That's been key to getting a lot of interesting articles

PR Geisler, EdD, ATC @BomberATDoc9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 #mededchat Actually, I've gotten a fair bit of articles from authors
that I follow, and that follow me from RG...quick and easy downloads, or at least leads

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 Me neither. I have an account but don’t use it
much. #MedEdChat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris9 hours ago
T1 #MedEdChat 1)Approach people with similar interest at national meetings 2) Invite likeminded
scholars to join a project 3)get to know each other in the digital space, then look for opportunities
to meet/collaborate

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication
is in my areas of interest; (2) Follow colleagu…

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown9 hours ago
@mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 I don't use mine at all. Sorry! #mededchat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
Follow everyone on #MedEdChat - and look at who they follow & their followers. Twitter rabbit
hole... https://t.co/3co75ATUtR

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1. I think finding others who share your #meded interest is pretty attainable. But
finding those to engage / share scholarship is more challenging. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT T2 @kristindzara Amazing to me how many folks I’ve met who are tweeting via
the #conference stream; I like their comment, retweet , sometimes follow them. But then I actually
meet then F2F! Like you it's my version of a virtual network connecting me to live
people #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Follow everyone on #MedEdChat - and look at who they follow & their
followers. Twitter rabbit hole... https://t.co/3co75A…

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #mededchat twitter plays a role. But apart from Twitter, being part of
organizations like AMEE, IAMSE, Society for simulation in healthcare, Directors of Clinical skills
courses are my avenues to share/advance meded skills/scholarships. And then our organization
SDRME #meded

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD9 hours ago
T1: see a cool talk at a conference or meeting -> follow them on twitter. Sometimes puruse the
suggestions for whom to follow #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
#MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog posts. #ICEblog is
wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great resources, @CLOSLERposts new content quite often, & as
editor-in-chief of @HarvardMacy Community Blog, I work with dedicated educators across the
career spectrum

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: T1: see a cool talk at a conference or meeting -> follow them on twitter.
Sometimes puruse the suggestions for whom to follow…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@JonLimMD Agree #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: #MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog
posts. #ICEblog is wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great res…

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown9 hours ago
Sometimes its awkward too bc you're like oh I think I know you...I'm not a stalker! #mededchat T2

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc9 hours ago
I find a lot of super-interesting #meded colleagues (and other academics) on Twitter #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT T2 @kristindzara Amazing to me how many folks I’ve met who are tweeting
via the #conference stream; I like their comment,…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown I certainly didn't feel that way when we met last week! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@MedEdChat And #tweetups are a great way to meet people face to face, for even a few minutes
- makes the connections more tangible. #MedEdChat. And of course @GLBDallaghan I love when
we get to catch up in person.

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: #MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog
posts. #ICEblog is wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great res…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @RKleinMD: @MedEdChat T1. I think finding others who share your #meded interest is pretty
attainable. But finding those to engage / sha…

MedEdBot @MedEdBot9 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: I find a lot of super-interesting #meded colleagues (and other academics) on
Twitter #mededchat

Alex
Merz @Merz9 hours ago
#TimesUpSTEM #TimesUpHealthcare #MedEd #MedEdChat @UW @UWMedicine

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
RT @RKleinMD: @MedEdChat T1. I think finding others who share your #meded interest is pretty
attainable. But finding those to engage / sha…

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: we tend to Like & RT those who share our interests/values... start w/ a few users
w/ large followings & search who follows them. You’ll find a network of like-minded people...
Challenge in #SoMe = finding those w/ disparate views to help us see world differently
#mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc Agree - seeing who others follow or retweet is a great way to find like minded
virtual colleagues. #MedEdChat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @mededdoc @MedEd T1. It's another platform to use and I'm lazy. Most if my
peeps post on Twitter OR I go find their articles via pubmed etc. I know I should now that I'm going
beyond #anatomy #anated #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T1: we tend to Like & RT those who share our
interests/values... start w/ a few users w/ large followings &…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @DrKirtyBrown @MedEd I think I misspoke. I do use it (periodically) to find articles
and usually after I get altered by RG. I do get email alterts. I just don’t do much else on there.
Limited bandwidth I guess. #MedEdChat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan I do love a good met-up tweetup. #MedEdChat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD9 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T1: we tend to Like & RT those who share our
interests/values... start w/ a few users w/ large followings &…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: #MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog
posts. #ICEblog is wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great res…

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat T1 I use researchgate it to find authors & papers that are not
available via my institution. And share mine with others when needed. #MedEdChat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: How do you find colleagues who share/advance
your #meded skill/scholarship? #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Haha good! Bc I am a #meded stalker

#mededchat

Dena Silva @deejdaisy9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: I’m currently at the @SACME_CPD conference - our group does a lot to
advance skills and scholarship! #meded #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 #MedEdChat - Still curious -- How do you ALL find colleagues who share/advance
your #meded skill/scholarship? Locally? Nationally? Globally? How do you make it work - stay
connected?

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 I actually set up account notifications for my
'fave' #MedEd journals. And yes, @debsimpson3 and @mededdoc, that includes
the @JournalofGME. That way I see all the new articles as soon as they are shared on social
media. #MedEdChat #MedEd

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
@mededdoc Agree! Checking out who our colleagues follow and who follows them can expand our
networks. #mededchat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Let me count the ways #MedEdChat : (1) E-mail authors whose publication
is in my areas of interest; (2) Follow colleagu…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
#MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1 Good question. I actually put reminders on my calendar to follow up with
people. Sometimes someone pops into my mind and I email them a quick note before I
forget. #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
T1 one thing I realized several yrs ago was I needed online CoP to meet people bc I was in dept
that wasn't #meded focused. Now we're moreso but it was incredibly helpful for me to find my
place #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@JonLimMD Must love #KeyLimePodcast - an amazing resource in our
field. @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
I’m always amazed how much good #MedEd stuff I find on twitter. It’s a bit idiosyncratic but great
nonetheless. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: T1 one thing I realized several yrs ago was I needed online CoP to meet
people bc I was in dept that wasn't #meded focuse…

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @JonLimMD Must love #KeyLimePodcast - an amazing resource in our
field. @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd@LaraVarpio #…

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 I screenshot tweets so I can remember interesting things I see
later. Also I havr lots of post its for emails etc #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown Even if you have a #MedEd #HPE 'tribe' locally, in today's ever connected world, I
think having strong and large professional networks is becoming more and more key. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @debsimpson3 T1 Good question. I actually put reminders on my calendar
to follow up with people. Sometimes someone pops…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 I screenshot tweets so I can remember
interesting things I see later. Also I havr lots of post…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 #MedEdChat - Still curious -- How do you ALL find colleagues who
share/advance your #meded skill/scholarship? Locally?…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DrKirtyBrown Even if you have a #MedEd #HPE 'tribe' locally, in today's ever
connected world, I think having strong and…

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 I like a good Chat. But I don’t really get into meeting tweeting. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 2: Which Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) do you participate in, and
why? #mededchat #meded

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Exactly! My tribe and connections were super helpful when I needed to get
recommendations for promotion #MedEdChat #MedEd

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @JonLimMD Must love #KeyLimePodcast - an amazing resource in our
field. @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd@LaraVarpio #…

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 That's a good idea. It's easy to lose track of
tweets #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 I'm a little biased, but #mededchat is a fantastic one. #hmichat is a great one as
well

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
Twitter is a great way to stay up with trends and the literature too! Even career opportunities these
days. #mededchat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 I screenshot tweets so I can remember
interesting things I see later. Also I havr lots of post…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
Great idea!! #mededchat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: many great ideas here. I started following folks who I recognized as thought
leaders (conferences, publications) but quickly realized there was broader, incredibly innovative
community. And certainly #MedEdChat has been a great source along with suggestions from
others.

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
@mededdoc T1. Agree. I consume a lot of #meded on #medtwitter . Lately I've tried to give back
posting a Meded highlight of the week from our GIM teaching clinic - Frank from Northwell GIM
here. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 I've also started using #LinkedIn more due to the groups they have #mededchat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #FOAMed #MedEd #AliEM #ALiEM Faculty Incubator and a
few @Facebook groups too! #mededchat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: Which Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) do you participate in,
and why? #mededchat #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@RKleinMD @MedEdChat I use meeting tweeting as my process for taking notes and reviewing
after returning home. #MedEdChat

Jay Loftus @jjloftus8 hours ago
I use IFTTT and select relevant MedEd topics to automatically post to my twitter feed for later
reference and record #mededchat
Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
T2 for #MedEdChat: I am pretty avid on twitter but I’m exploring Facebook. Also have built closed
networks for @ALiEMfac and @ALiEMteam!
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat One thing I tell people when they ask me about getting started
on #SoMe in #MedEd is that we have a great community, so many wonderful educators are happy
to connect and share, we all started with 0 followers - and I'm happy to be your first! #MedEdChat

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: & one of the best ways = #Tweetchats like
this! @PeterRchai @kellywongmd #echo #mededchat https://t.co/1gYhPFHOKw
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: Twitter is a great way to stay up with trends and the literature too! Even career
opportunities these days. #mededchat h…
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: Which Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) do you participate in,
and why? #mededchat #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T1: & one of the best ways = #Tweetchats like
this! @PeterRchai @kellywongmd #echo #mededchathttps://t.co/…

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat My VCoP is eclectic Examples: #MedEdChat @WomenInMedicineChat (fabulous
way to learn how to a better #HeForShe ) Discussions
around #MedTwitter and #podcasts like @thecurbsiders, @AdamRodmanMD Bed Side
Rounds, @ETSshow

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown @kristinadzara T1. I think this is not uncommon. To feel as though you are the
lone #meded person locally. #mededchat.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jjloftus: I use IFTTT and select relevant MedEd topics to automatically post to my twitter feed
for later reference and record #mededch…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
Also biased, but we’re currently doing a virtual book club on ‘In Shock’
by @RanaAwdish at #MCWCommonRead and @mcwreads - all are welcome! Check it
out! #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 Of course mededchat is a good one especially these discussions on
Twitter. I also follow the webinars of AMEE and IAMSE which are very informative. Recently I
attended the webinar by NEGEA on humanities and I liked it. #meded

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T1: & one of the best ways = #Tweetchats like
this! @PeterRchai @kellywongmd #echo #mededchathttps://t.co/…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @cacace_frank: @mededdoc T1. Agree. I consume a lot of #meded on #medtwitter . Lately
I've tried to give back posting a Meded highligh…

Gabriel Bosslet @gbosslet8 hours ago
Gabriel Bosslet here from Indianapolis, IN- joining late! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
T2: Definitely #MedEd, #MedEdChat, #KeyLimePodcast, #HMIchat.
The @HarvardMacy community blog also has so many wonderful contributors and readers who
share posts frequently, and I am honored to be a part of that community
as #SoMe strategist: https://t.co/oRM8p4UvpY

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2: Love this recommendation. Often 'followers' are the folks most
familiar with your work and its impact. #MedEdChat

Karen Dickinson @K_DickinsonMD8 hours ago
@DerekMonetteMD @MedEdChat T1. Agree there is danger of “echo” effect if you stay within only
one community. Important to value different opinions and perspectives #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @RanaAwdish @mcwreads Love this. Also stalked this one based on your
tweets

#mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 #MedEdChat I get twitter - don't know about facebook groups (just follow #family and #friends)
and @AMEE_Online @iamse webinars - later introduce me to new ideas/peeps - but not sure
that's "participation". Plus still curious re: how prioritize these channels?

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat This is a lovely take! I’ve found this online community
to be incredibly intelligent, creative, and supportive. Contacts, references, new colleagues, ideasharing It really is extraordinary #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @kristinadzara Exactly! My tribe and connections were super helpful when I
needed to get recommendations for promotion #M…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara @PDX_Tom @MedEdChat This is a lovely take! I’ve found this
online community to be incredibly intelligent, creat…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T1: many great ideas here. I started following folks who I
recognized as thought leaders (conferences, publications…

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
RT @ArjaSateesh: @MedEdChat #mededchat T2 Of course mededchat is a good one especially
these discussions on Twitter. I also follow the webi…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse T2 Do you need to prioritize them? Is this to keep the
flood gates of tweets manageable? #mededchat

Gabriel Bosslet @gbosslet8 hours ago
T2: Specialty hashtags can be super informative; I follow #pulmcc religiously. #mededchat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders @AdamRodmanMD Appreciate the shout! Explore
The Space podcast has certainly found an incredibly supportive community! Not just listeners, but
feedback, questions, ideas for guests & topics. Very special #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: Definitely #MedEd, #MedEdChat, #KeyLimePodcast, #HMIchat.
The @HarvardMacy community blog also has so many wonderf…

Avraham Cooper @CooperAvraham8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 I am a part of @ATSMedEd nice hub for #meded content #mededchat

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 #MedEdChat - Still curious -- How do you ALL find colleagues who
share/advance your #meded skill/scholarship? Locally?…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@gbosslet T2 Agreed. I follow @AceThatTest and @CogSciLearning religiously as
well #mededchat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @gbosslet @AceThatTest @CogSciLearning Great suggestions.
Thanks! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse I think twitter is truly where the bulk of educators are, so
I focus my energies there. Plus I think it allows for better engagement than Facebook or
LinkedIn. #MedEd #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
Replying to @GLBDallaghan T2 #mededchat Indeed I have to prioritize - otherwise I'm a victim of
urgency and not importance.

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse I found mine through word of mouth. There are multiple
large facebook groups for EM, women in EM, and women physicians, but I'm not in
a #MedED specific one. We should build one! @TChan - help? #mededchat

Elissa Hall @erhall18 hours ago
#MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan is fabulous at follow- up and love that he is sharing his strategies!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T2 #mededchat Nice distinction. I learn something from you every time we
interact...whether F2F or virtually!
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @erhall1: #MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan is fabulous at follow- up and love that he is sharing
his strategies! https://t.co/BLFArVuQEG

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat T2. May I remind us of a great new chat, not straight up meded ...
but so important for our humanities appreciation and interface w practice - #medhumchat has
exploded in very short period of time. Beyond excellent @colleenmfarrell. #mededchat.

Michael Gottlieb @MGottliebMD8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse Interestingly, I've been seeing more and
more people now turning to Instagram Ping @DerekMonetteMD @TChanMD #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse Agree that #MedTwitter is much better
place to interact and connect. Concise, less 'noise', more
manageable. #MedEdChat @MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
I’ve written lots of #meded papers with colleagues I’ve never met. I guess that’s a virtual network,
right?! I met most of those folks thru my non-virtual, face-to-face networks. #mededchat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @MGottliebMD: @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse Interestingly, I've
been seeing more and more people now turning to Instag…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
@MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMonetteMD Tryi
ng it out. Not sure I love it as a community for #MedEd... #mededchat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @cacace_frank: @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat T2. May I remind us of a great new chat, not
straight up meded ... but so important for our huma…

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @MedEdChat @mmteacherdoc While I can walk and chew gum, I find I can’t
tweet and listen, engage, network at meetings.#MedEdChat

Harvard Macy @harvardmacy8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: Definitely #MedEd, #MedEdChat, #KeyLimePodcast, #HMIchat.
The @HarvardMacy community blog also has so many wonderf…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@RKleinMD @mmteacherdoc @MedEdChat I've not had that problem as I use #Twitter to take my
notes during meetings. #mededchat

Harvard Macy @harvardmacy8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: #MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog
posts. #ICEblog is wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great res…

Elissa Hall @erhall18 hours ago
#MedEdChat | #HMIChat , #aamcCGEA tech in meded SIG, #OLC #HPE SIG are a few

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: I’ve written lots of #meded papers with colleagues I’ve never met. I guess that’s a
virtual network, right?! I met most of…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 T2 #meded Replying to @MGottliebMD Can you enlighten us
me/us re Instagram Ping #clueless #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 3: What faculty development opportunities exist to help scholars engage in, create and
cultivate virtual communities of practice (VCoP)? #mededchat #meded

Elissa Hall @erhall18 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @gbosslet T2 Agreed. I
follow @AceThatTest and @CogSciLearning religiously as well #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
T2 huge tweeter of meetings but I take breaks and really listen for many sessions. I love that others
can follow along with me but I also need a break #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@mededdoc Absolutely. I and many of my #MedEd colleagues have collaborated with folks we had
not met F2F before a meeting or publishing. #MedEdChat @MedEdChat #MedTwitter in particular
is a powerful 'connector' among #SoMe

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMonetteMD @T
ChanMD T2-Twitter is for old people like us...med students and residents are more likely to be
found on Instagram in my experience...we’re using Instagram for #MCWCommonRead to expand
our community from twitter. #MedEdChat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
@mededdoc And then there was that time I wrote a paper about twitter starting on twitter ...
with @choo_ek @meganranney and others! ;) Still haven’t met everyone on the authorship list
IrL. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@mmteacherdoc @MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @Dere
kMonetteMD @TChanMD T2 Altho I see them using as a social network...not as a professional
network #mededchat

Gabriel Bosslet @gbosslet8 hours ago
Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven for a society or
group: https://t.co/KkJdnZmS1W by @ChrisCarrollMD #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@TChanMD @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMonetteMD I too
have been hearing more more about using Instagram for #healthcare #meded #hpe - but I share a
similar sentiment with @tchanmd. It seems that twitter offers better opportunities for real
conversation & networking. We have to align purpose with our #SoMe platforms #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @gbosslet: Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven
for a society or group: https://t.co/KkJdnZ…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @TChanMD @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @Dere
kMonetteMD I too have been hearing more more about using Ins…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win wins for us all! Here’s
my list in rapid order as
I’m #alwayslearning from @TChanMD @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @
GLBDallaghan @erhall1 @felixankel @kristinadzara @PDX_Tom@MGottliebMD https://t.co/25Kb6
sUG6h

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
T2 Also I had a colleague reach out to me bc they saw that I was at the #ewims tweeting content.
That happens a lot! The vCoP is real #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @TChanMD @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMo
netteMD T2 Agreed. @kogillil used #Instagramas a way to review histology images
with #medstudents but it wasn't used the #Twitter is to connect people #mededchat

Michael Gottlieb @MGottliebMD8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mmteacherdoc @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @De
rekMonetteMD @TChanMD Isn't that how Twitter started, too...? #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mmteacherdoc @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @De
rekMonetteMD @TChanMD Hi @mmteacherdoc, I tend to agree with you, as Twitter is not
necessarily where our learners are. However, it is possible when they realize there is power in
using #SoMe professionally, they may just swim over to the Twitter
waters. #MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: faculty development #MedEdChat We have some
amazing #SoMe folks @OHSUSOM who really understand how to use it. Great
examples: @choo_ek @aoglasser @DRsonosRD Have been great role models and/or mentors to
others.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @kristinadzara @TChanMD @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Onlin
e @iamse @DerekMonetteMD T2 Agreed. @kogillil used #Instagra…

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris8 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown YES! The vCoP is real. #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TChanMD @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @GLBDalla
ghan @erhall1 @felixankel @PDX_Tom@MGottliebMD That means a lot @debsimpson3, thank
you so much for including me in this amazing list. #MedEdChat #MedEdThx

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: i regularly run workshops locally for @MacDeptMed and @MacEmerg to help
ppl get online and find their peeps. #MedEdChat

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 I must say EM has done a really good job of this. Many options that cover clinical
and Meded content. I am Int Med but I have found myself haunting their groups. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T3 While at UNMC #facdev put together some great instructions
for #Twitter https://t.co/fxBYsEy9JS #mededchat @MeganBlusys

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
Can confirm. I interact with my med students on Instagram with a customized account to
supplement #anatomy. Twitter was a no go but many are still on Facebook. Some just want
separate spheres for #meded #socialmedia #mededchat
Chris Carroll MD MS @ChrisCarrollMD8 hours ago
RT @gbosslet: Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven
for a society or group: https://t.co/KkJdnZ…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
And honestly, I really like some of the spirited #meded debates/discussions we have on
Twitter! #MedEdChat

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@jjloftus @MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMonett
eMD @TChanMD It’s pretty interesting that this is what people said to me 5-6 years ago when I
tried to get folks on twitter. “I don’t want to see pictures of people’s breakfast!” #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: And honestly, I really like some of the spirited #meded debates/discussions we
have on Twitter! #MedEdChat https://t.co/wwGA7…

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @DerekMonetteMD @T
ChanMD #pathology and #radiology are Instagram pros! So many good accounts to
follow

#mededchat

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
colleagues: @Twitter

Discover new ideas, new

Work as a team w/in already established

communities: @SlackHQ, @googledocs
Share clinical pearls w/ colleagues &
learners: @instagram, @WhatsApp #MedEdChat #MedEd

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
ideas, new colleagues: @Twitter

Work as a team w/in alre…

Discover new

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
ideas, new colleagues: @Twitter

Discover new

Work as a team w/in alre…

Carrie Price @carrieprice788 hours ago
RT @gbosslet: Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven
for a society or group: https://t.co/KkJdnZ…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @D
erekMonetteMD @TChanMD #pathology and #radiology are Insta…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

Avraham Cooper @CooperAvraham8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
ideas, new colleagues: @Twitter

Discover new

Work as a team w/in alre…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@DerekMonetteMD @MedEdChat @Twitter @SlackHQ @googledocs @instagram @WhatsApp A
gree, quite smart @DerekMonetteMD#MedEdChat

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
T3 not sure if possible, but would be cool to see a Twitter meded journal club geared for junior
faculty. Something I think about as I enter March of my chief year. #MedEdChat

Jay Loftus @jjloftus8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
ideas, new colleagues: @Twitter

Work as a team w/in alre…

Discover new

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@JonLimMD T3 That could be arranged and use one of our Thursday nights for that
purpose #mededchat

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
T3 topics for a junior faculty meded journal club would include: the blockbusters, paradigm shifters,
examples of what can be accomplished, models for how to get to expertise #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: T3 not sure if possible, but would be cool to see a Twitter meded journal club
geared for junior faculty. Something I think a…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @MGottliebMD @kristinadzara @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @iamse @De
rekMonetteMD @TChanMD #pathology and #radiology are Insta…

Tim Montrief @EMinMiami8 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal:
ideas, new colleagues: @Twitter

Discover new

Work as a team w/in alre…

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
T3- if this thread doesn’t win over a twitter skeptic, maybe nothing will. @aoglasser is
the

#MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: And honestly, I really like some of the spirited #meded debates/discussions we
have on Twitter! #MedEdChat https://t.co/wwGA7…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@mededdoc Agree! #MedEdChat

felixankel @felixankel8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 #MedEdChat It’s a development process – that requires safe, early– win
wins for us all! Here’s my list in rapid order…

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @debsimpson3 @MGottliebMD T2. Again props to EMerg Med. I like them bc I’m a
very visual learner. Sometimes you lose some context and it’s harder to land that info. But when I
get it I retain. #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- if this thread doesn’t win over a twitter skeptic, maybe nothing
will. @aoglasser is the

#MedEdChat https://t.co/p3…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @mededdoc IME there's not interacting as much on Instagram. You may get likes
but not as much rich discussion as Twitter. But then maybe that should be a study
#MedEdChat

Terry Kind, MD MPH @Kind4Kids8 hours ago
and that one time I co-led a workshop @AAMCtoday with the
original #MedEdChat facilitator @RyanMadanickMD and the late, great @MedPedsDoctor and wow
I cherished meeting both IRL after first meeting here @MedEdChat

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MeganBlusys Thx for these #SoMe FD tips/share @GLBDallaghan. Might build
on them and do one on one sessions with colleagues on the #medtwitter fence! #mededchat

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 DocCom shared this podcast by Kevin
MD. https://t.co/EqH5nYM4Eb Healthcare communications: effective techniques for clinicians. I felt it
is good for faculty or clinicians how to use Facebook/Twitter #meded

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
Final thoughts....this is a great virtual community and I am so thankful to @RyanMadanickMD for the
opportunity moderate #mededchat now!

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Same. Whatever works for you go for it! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @DrKirtyBrown: @kristinadzara @mededdoc IME there's not interacting as much on Instagram.
You may get likes but not as much rich discuss…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give
some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
#MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open network in their
tan;e https://t.co/2Va64cMLf8 @JournalofGME article https://t.co/SUeL9sAmRi Thanks to all the old
and new colleagues I've met tonight

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Kind4Kids: and that one time I co-led a workshop @AAMCtoday with the
original #MedEdChat facilitator @RyanMadanickMD and the late, grea…

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown @kristinadzara @mededdoc .@MedEdChat #MedEdChat I have not
used #Instagram in large part as don't have the bandwidth but sounds like there are great strategies
it might support. Future #MedEdChat topic?

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc8 hours ago
@Kind4Kids @AAMCtoday @RyanMadanickMD @MedPedsDoctor @MedEdChat This was the
day that I created my twitter account. #MedEdChat

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- if this thread doesn’t win over a twitter skeptic, maybe nothing
will. @aoglasser is the

#MedEdChat https://t.co/p3…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: #MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open…

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: #MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open…

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @RyanMadanickMD Thank you for moderating #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #mededchat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @RyanMadanickMD

#MEdEdChat @MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 you can find this under the episode How physicians can use social
media #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: #MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open…

Jonathan Lim @JonLimMD8 hours ago
My take aways- need to use alerts, find the high yield hashtags, can be useful for collaboration and
promotions, brainstorm future online twitter journal clubs! #MedEdChat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
Thank you, everyone, for joining us tonight and being a part of our virtual community #mededchat

Dr. Kirsten Brown @DrKirtyBrown8 hours ago
T3 Wow this was my first fill #mededchat in a long time. Great to be back but honestly I Twitter stalk
y'all anyway so... https://t.co/xFV09FrFWR

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TChanMD @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @GLBDallag
han @erhall1 @felixankel @kristinadzara@PDX_Tom @MGottliebMD Some good
suggestions @CPSolvers @thecurbsiders @AdamRodmanMD @Plenary_Session @thenocturnists
@COREIMpodcast #MedEdChat

Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: #MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD8 hours ago
@ETSshow @debsimpson3 @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @GLBDallagh
an @erhall1 @felixankel @kristinadzara@PDX_Tom @MGottliebMD @sherbino @drjfrank We are
also are trying to galvanize an IRL community via a podcast with the @MacEmergpodcast!
Connecting a region of docs in a community via a podcast! #MedEdChat https://t.co/WTGyCjN8JA

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: Thank you, everyone, for joining us tonight and being a part of our virtual
community #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @JonLimMD: My take aways- need to use alerts, find the high yield hashtags, can be useful for
collaboration and promotions, brainstorm f…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM
or email #meded #mededchat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@TChanMD @debsimpson3 @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @GLBDallag
han @erhall1 @felixankel @kristinadzara@PDX_Tom @MGottliebMD @sherbino @drjfrank Great
share, thanks! Please feel free to check out Explore The Space podcast too! New ep today
on #climatechange #MedEdChat https://t.co/3NCJEb17vo

R Klein MD MEHP @RKleinMD8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @DrKirtyBrown @ALiEMteam Not in a predatory way. More like a friendly but
respectful interest. It’s just that I am not quite sure if I am a member of their
community. #MedEdChat

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: some #MedEd conferences have caught onto the importance of becoming
comfortable with VCoP. EM example = iMed track at @CORD_EM Academic Assembly, which has
sessions on this topic: https://t.co/ynSpFDzCRS @MGottliebMD @fzaver @TChanMD #MedEdChat

Paul Williams @PaulNWilliamz8 hours ago
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat T3: faculty development #MedEdChat We have some
amazing #SoMe folks @OHSUSOM who really understand how to use it.…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@TChanMD @debsimpson3 @Brent_Thoma @M_Lin @lainieyarris @CabreraERDR @GLBDallag
han @erhall1 @felixankel @kristinadzara@PDX_Tom @MGottliebMD @sherbino @drjfrank @Mac
Emerg That’s just superb leveraging of the technology. Have you ever heard of Project
Echo? @ProjectECHO #MedEdChat

Paul Williams @PaulNWilliamz8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- if this thread doesn’t win over a twitter skeptic, maybe nothing
will. @aoglasser is the

#MedEdChat https://t.co/p3…

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: @harvardmacy educators course has dedicated time with @kristinadzara to
learn about #SoMe more broadly & VCoP.

#HMIEducators #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM
or email #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Tha…

. @PrincessPak8 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: Also biased, but we’re currently doing a virtual book club on ‘In Shock’
by @RanaAwdish at #MCWCommonRead and @mcwreads…

Colleen Farrell, MD @colleenmfarrell7 hours ago
@cacace_frank @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat thanks so much @cacace_frank! would love to have
the #mededchat folks join us @medhumchat!

Colleen Farrell, MD @colleenmfarrell7 hours ago
RT @cacace_frank: @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat T2. May I remind us of a great new chat, not
straight up meded ... but so important for our huma…

Graham Carlos @GrahamCarlos7 hours ago
RT @gbosslet: Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven
for a society or group: https://t.co/KkJdnZ…

Metrek AlMetrek,MD @MetrekAlMetrek7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: How do you find colleagues who share/advance
your #meded skill/scholarship? #mededchat

Metrek AlMetrek,MD @MetrekAlMetrek7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: #MedEdChat What fun - this is a wonderful example of
what @lainieyarris @TChanMD @mgottlieb @JuveAmy described as an open…

Metrek AlMetrek,MD @MetrekAlMetrek7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give
some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Metrek AlMetrek,MD @MetrekAlMetrek7 hours ago
RT @gbosslet: Some great info here on strategies for engagement if you are a social media maven
for a society or group: https://t.co/KkJdnZ…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD7 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat T2: community depends on the goal: Discover new ideas,
new colleagues: @Twitter Work as a team w/in alre…

Teresa Chan @TChanMD7 hours ago
RT @mmteacherdoc: T3- if this thread doesn’t win over a twitter skeptic, maybe nothing
will. @aoglasser is the

#MedEdChat https://t.co/p3…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow6 hours ago
Friends, @jbcarmody has dropped a serious #MedThread here. Full disclosure: some old emotions
surfaced & I got pretty frustrated. This must get better. Med students should not be plundered like
this. CC: @AimeeGthePHD @ShannonOMac @traependergrast #MedEdChat #meded#MedTwitter

I Heart Histo @IHeartHisto6 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @kristinadzara @TChanMD @MGottliebMD @debsimpson3 @AMEE_Online @i
amse @DerekMonetteMD @kogillil Instagram is perfect for images (I created a histology quiz
account there too called IQuizHisto there that is very successful among students around the world).
It’s not a great place for networking or communication though - I come to Twitter to connect with my
peers. #mededchat

Roberta Gebhard DO @gebhard_roberta5 hours ago
RT @TChanMD: #MedEdChat https://t.co/Db1mAiyMp6

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank4 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @JonLimMD Must love #KeyLimePodcast - an amazing resource in our
field. @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd@LaraVarpio #…

Ron Baticulon, MD @ronibats4 hours ago
@DrKirtyBrown Was initially just intending to use Twitter for #OneMinuteBrain (to
teach #neuroanatomy), but ended up creating an account on Instagram because the platform
allows for easier sharing of images, virtual flashcards! #MedEdChat https://t.co/g4fpddtr1Q

Ron Baticulon, MD @ronibats4 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Look at the followers of your favorite journals (in my case, @TheJNS for
neurosurgeons), and then identify which followers have an interesting feed! #MedEdChat

Shannon McNamara, MD @ShannonOMacan hour ago
RT @ETSshow: Friends, @jbcarmody has dropped a serious #MedThread here. Full disclosure:
some old emotions surfaced & I got pretty frustrat…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpioan hour ago
RT @kristinadzara: @JonLimMD Must love #KeyLimePodcast - an amazing resource in our
field. @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd@LaraVarpio #…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio34 minutes ago
RT @kristinadzara: #MedEdChat T1: I also pay attention to who authors #MedEd blog
posts. #ICEblog is wonderful, @ALiEMteam offers great res…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio28 minutes ago
RT @kristinadzara: T2: Definitely #MedEd, #MedEdChat, #KeyLimePodcast, #HMIchat.
The @HarvardMacy community blog also has so many wonderf…

